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Image Resolution
The supply of low-resolution images is a common problem and can lead to disappoint-

ment. Web images are usually 72dpi but for the best print results, images need to be 

supplied at 300dpi at actual or final output size. (Example: for an A4 print, the 

resolution needs to be 300dpi at A4 size, not an A5 image increased to A4 which 

effectively reduces the resolution down to 150dpi).

Whilst every care is taken in the preparation of printing your artwork, we want to make your experience as 

smooth as possible! To help ensure the accuracy and quality of your print, please use this checklist as a guide 

before submitting your artwork to meet our minimum pre-press artwork standards

Colour Mode | CMYK
Check to see your document colour profile is set to CMYK. RGB is a colour space 

used to produce the colours you see on your screen. Any files or images that are supplied in 

RGB are converted to generic CMYK values during pre-flight and can cause color matching 

issuv there are RGB colour combinations that cannot be replicated using the CMYK process.

72dpi

300dpi

Embed / Supply Images
All image files must be embedded or supplied

Outline Fonts
To avoid font conflicts or issues during the printing process, please ensure fonts are outlined or supplied

Line Thickness
Ensure any lines/stroke are no thinner than 0.25pt

Plain vs Rich Black 
A rich black is a mixture of CMYK (Cyan, Magenta, Yellow, Black respectively), while a plain black only 

consist of black ink (K). Each has its pros and cons and need to be used in certain conditions for a quality print.  For 

text or lines, use only 100% plain black for a cleaner print. For large areas of black, a rich black is the way to go to avoid 

inconsistencies and a washed out looking black. 

White Overprint
Take care in ensuring any text/elements in white do NOT have any 

overprint settings applied

Proof Read Your File
Double check your artwork, you won’t regret it! We will not held liable for any errors contained in the final 

product after the final proof has been approved. Review your work for spelling errors, punctuation, grammar, 

numbers, omitted information, proportions and layout & design.



Any questions or for assistance, contact our team (03) 9553 4662  | info@zoozoo.com.au

Continued....

File Format
Any files supplied as print-ready artwork should be provided as high resolution PDF files.  If your 

document consists of more than one page, please send as single pages (1up).

vWe can also accept raw working files such as AI, EPS, PSD and IDML - but ultimately all orders are processed 

as PDF’s and will help for more efficient processing and ensuring no elements have dropped out.  Although, we 

can accept word and powerpoint documents, we may encounter formatting or font issues with these file formats.  

We also cannot guarantee the output quality from there programs.

Document Size
Check your document or artboard size is the finished trim size. 

Safety Area
Keep all important elements of your design (text, logos, etc.) atleast 5mm from the edges.  For booklets we recommend 

10mm from the edges. 

Bleed
Incorrect setup or not including bleed is a common prepress issue. When an image or graphic element run off the 

edges of your print, the image needs to extend at least 3mm (or 5mm for booklets) outside the trim lines. It is 

impossible for the trim to be at the exact location on every print – bleed is important as it prevents any white showing after is 

trimming.

Crop/Trim Marks
Crop Marks are thin lines placed 

on the corners of a document, 

image or artwork layout to 

indicate where the paper should 

be trimmed after printing. Any 

trim, score or fold marks are 

indicated should be outside 

the live print area.

Trim Line

Example of correct file setup
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